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Abstract: In this review, the concept, design, performance, and a functional demonstration
of multifunctional complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) image sensors
dedicated to on-chip biosensing applications are described. We developed a sensor
architecture that allows flexible configuration of a sensing pixel array consisting of optical
and electric sensing pixels, and designed multifunctional CMOS image sensors that can
sense light intensity and electric potential or apply a voltage to an on-chip measurement
target. We describe the sensors’ architecture on the basis of the type of electric
measurement or imaging functionalities.
Keywords: CMOS image sensor; on-chip imaging; electric imaging

1. Introduction
The complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) image sensor is one of the most powerful
sensing devices for various scientific and technological applications. From the viewpoint of
bioscientific and biomedical applications, an image sensor plays an important role in imaging
technologies such as microscopy and endoscopy.
In most applications, image sensors have been used with an optical component that projects a
remote target image onto a pixel array implemented on the image sensor. However, in some
applications, image sensors or line sensors are used without projection optics. Taking this on-chip
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sensing configuration, we can expect novel bioscientific sensing technologies. We can extend the
functionality of the sensor not only within light sensing but also into sensing technologies for other
measurement targets, such as electric, electrochemical, and pH images.
Since both an optical image sensor and on-chip electric sensor are fabricated using CMOS
technology, it is possible to implement both optical sensing and electric sensing functionalities in an
on-chip CMOS sensor. However, although there are a large number of reports on various on-chip
biosensor technologies, there are a few reports on multifunctional implementations [1-11]. This paper
reviews the concept of a combined optical + electric multifunctional implementation using CMOS
image sensors for on-chip bioscientific applications.
2. Application Targets for Multifunctional On-Chip Image Sensors and Approaches to
Multifunctional Implementation
The use of image sensors in on-chip configurations is a reasonable approach to realize a compact,
portable, and low-cost measurement system for bioscientific measurement targets such as living cells,
DNA, and proteins. The basic idea of on-chip optical bioscientific imaging using a charge coupled
device (CCD) was reported in the early 1990s [12,13], and the concept was applied to a CMOS image
sensor in the 2000s [14-18].
In addition, another group of large-scale integration (LSI)-based on-chip sensors using electric
measurement schemes has been continuously developed. In most part of the CMOS LSI structure,
metal wiring layers are buried in thin passivation layers, and it is easy to realize electric coupling
between on-chip measurement target and electric circuitry in both capacitive and conductive manners.
Direct electric (potential/current) sensing technologies to detect extracellular activities [19,20] or
DNA [21], and electrochemical imaging technologies [22-25], are expected to be implemented using
CMOS on-chip sensors. The idea of monolithic integration of CMOS circuitry onto electrodes for
neural sensing was also proposed in the 1980s [26] and has seen continuous development [27,28].
Moreover, a bare Si surface or one covered with a thin layer of a dielectric material such as SiO2 or
SiNx exposed to the measurement target can be realized with slight modification of the standard
CMOS fabrication processes. This structural feature means that conventional CMOS is natively
compatible with not only electric sensing schemes that use the metal wiring layer as the sensing
electrode, but also implementation of ion-sensitive field-effect transistor (ISFET)-based biosensing
technologies [29-39]. The implementation of ISFET using CMOS devices was proposed and
demonstrated in the 1980s [40,41], and compatibility with currently available standard CMOS
fabrication technologies has also been demonstrated [42-46].
For an optical + electric multifunctional implementation, the active pixel sensor (APS) design [47]
is the only realistic light-sensing architecture, and is used in most current CMOS image sensors. Only
secondary variations around the photodiode structure are available in APS pixel circuitry. The
photodiode structure used in conventional APS circuitry (3-transitor APS) can be replaced with a
photogate structure. Alternatively, in some fabrication technologies, a pinned photodiode [48] is
available for higher performance (4-transistor APS).
In addition, variations in electric sensing architecture are available for implementation of
multifunctional CMOS image sensors. To minimize electric perturbation of the measurement target,
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potential sensing can be achieved using the gate of a MOS transistor as the sensing input [49-60]. With
this “passive” configuration, only a small amount of capacitive charge transfer occurs between the
sensing input and measurement target, and no net current flows between them. Both
capacitive [49-59] and conductive [60] couplings are possible in this configuration, and ISFET can be
included in this measurement scheme. Since these measurement schemes can be realized with circuits
as simple as APS, the potential for high-resolution on-chip imaging exists with this approach.
Figure 1 illustrates the concept of on-chip “passive” electric sensing using the gate of a MOS
transistor as the sensing input.
Figure 1. Variations of “passive” electric sensing configurations using the gate of MOS as
sensing input. (a) Capacitive coupling; (b) Conductive coupling; and (c) ISFET type.
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The proposed multifunctional CMOS image sensor with electric sensing functionality using a
passive (gate-input) configuration is described in Section 3.
The passive sensing configuration using a gate input is advantageous in minimizing electric
perturbation and achieving high resolution. However, we cannot apply a voltage or inject current using
the passive configuration. A sensing electrode connected via switching circuitry is required to realize
“active” measurement schemes; that is, to apply voltage or inject current from or to the sensing
electrode [61-74]. In the active sensing approach, we can achieve both capacitive coupling (in which
the sensing electrode is covered with a dielectric insulation layer) and conductive coupling (with
exposed sensing electrodes).
With capacitive coupling through an insulated electrode, we can apply a voltage or sense the
on-chip potential capacitively. The advantage of the active electric sensing scheme is that on-chip
potential profile can be controlled with no net current flow. By implementing such covered electrodes
with the capability of applying a voltage, Guerrieri et al. realized a multifunctional sensor capable of
controlling the positions of living cells cultured on a CMOS image sensor [9-11].
Alternatively, an intelligent multielectrode array (MEA) device can be realized by exposing the
sensing electrode to detect the extracellular potentials of neural cells [61-65]. Conventional
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high-density electrochemical measurements are possible. We can perform electrochemical DNA
detection or immunoassay [66-74] using a CMOS-based MEA-type sensor device.
Although such a CMOS-based electric sensor device would attract considerable interest, there are
few reports on multifunctional implementation with an optical image sensor. However, we have
developed a multifunctional CMOS image sensor with this type of active electric sensing functionality,
as will be described in Sections 4–6.
3. Optical + Passive Electric Sensing CMOS Image Sensor
CMOS devices fabricated with standard CMOS technology have potential compatibility with
on-chip capacitively coupled electric sensing. In standard CMOS technologies, metal wiring layers
formed on the Si wafer are covered with an insulating layer for passivation and isolation. We can
design a metal sensing electrode using the top metal layer, and the passivation layer formed in the
standard fabrication process can be used as the dielectric insulating layer for capacitively coupled
electric sensing.
Since there is no current flow from the pixel to the measurement target, the electric sensing pixel
can be designed without a mechanism for current conveyance. The readout circuit used for a
conventional CMOS image sensor pixel (3-transistor active pixel sensor, or 3-Tr APS) can be used to
read out the electric potential of the sensing electrode.
Figure 2 shows schematic diagrams of (a) an optical sensing pixel (APS) and (b) passive electric
sensing pixel (capacitive coupling) with (c) columnar readout circuitry [1]. As seen in Figure 2, the
circuits for the optical sensing pixel and electric sensing pixel are quite similar. The circuit of the
passive electric sensing pixel is even simpler than that of the optical sensing pixel. The readout of the
electric sensing pixel is realized with source follower circuitry, as for the optical sensing pixel.
When the Ysel input of the pixel is pulled up to high level, the readout transistor M1 (or M1’) is
connected to the column readout line. A current source transistor M3 is implemented in the columnar
readout circuitry (Figure 2(c)). The connection between the readout transistor M1 (or M1’) of the
selected pixel and current source M3 in the columnar circuit is established using a vertical readout line.
Using this temporarily configured source follower readout circuitry, the voltage of the photodiode
(PD) node (or sensing electrode) can be transferred to the columnar readout circuit.
Figure 3 shows layouts of the (a) optical sensing pixel and (b) passive electric sensing pixel
(capacitive coupling) [1]. We used 0.35 µm 2-poly, 4-metal standard CMOS technology for this design.
The pixel dimensions were 7.5 µm × 7.5 µm. Not only the pixel size but also the alignments of the
vertical/horizontal lines are designed to be same for the two kinds of pixels. Since these two pixels are
interchangeable, we can design an optical + passive electric dual-image CMOS sensor by only
replacing some of the pixels of the CMOS image sensor.
Figure 4 shows the layout of an optical + electric dual-image CMOS sensor [1]. The sensor has a
320 × 240 pixel array consisting of alternating columns of optical sensing pixels and electric sensing
pixels. The operational voltage of the sensor is 3.3 V and the signal is read out as analog voltage.
Figure 5 shows images captured by the optical and electric dual-image CMOS sensor [1].
Figure 5 (a) is the experimental setup, Figure 5 (b) is the as-captured image, and Figures 5 (c) and (d)
are optical and electric images, respectively. The as-captured image (Figure 5 (b)) is a combined image
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consisting of alternating columns showing distributions of the light intensity and electric potential. We
can separate the as-captured image into optical (Figure 5 (c)) and electric (Figure 5 (d)) images.
Figure 2. Schematic diagrams of (a) an optical sensing pixel (APS) and (b) a passive
electric sensing pixel (capacitive coupling) with (c) columnar readout circuitry (adapted
from [1]).
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Figure 3. Layouts of the (a) optical sensing pixel and (b) passive electric sensing pixel
(capacitive coupling) (adapted from [1]).
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Figure 4. Layout of an optical + passive electric dual-image CMOS sensor (adapted from
[1] © 2006 Elsevier Science).
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Figure 5. (a) Experimental setup; (b) as-captured image; (c) optical image; and (d) electric
image captured by the optical and electric dual-image CMOS sensor (adapted from [1]).
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As a functional demonstration of the optical + passive electric dual-image CMOS sensor, we
performed imaging of on-chip DNA spots. We applied spots of 20-mer oligonucleotide directly on the
sensor chip and captured an image of the spots. Details of the experimental materials and protocols
have been previously reported [3]. Figure 6 shows captured images with and without light illumination.
We find two rows of DNA spots on the images: the lower row consists of DNA spots modified with
Cy3, and the upper row consists of spots without modification with any fluorophore. In the optical
image, the spots were observed only under illumination. By contrast, the spots in electric images are
observed regardless of illumination. Differing from the case for the spots in the illuminated image, the
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difference in the contrast between the spots with and without Cy3 modification is very small in the
electric images.
Figure 6. Images of on-chip DNA spots captured with and without illumination (adapted
from [3]). (a) The setup; (b) Optical image; and (c) Electric image, of DNA spots with
and without Cy3 modification.
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The results suggest that we can sense the DNA spots in two ways. In general, in DNA microarray
technology, the target DNA with unknown sequences is modified with a fluorophore, such as Cy3 or
Cy5, and hybridized with preformed DNA spots on the microarray chip. In the optical image
(Figure 6 (b)), we can observe the amount of fluorophore included in the spot, which is usually used to
determine the amount of target DNA adhering to the probe DNA spots. However, the electric images
provide information on the total amount of the DNA spots (Figure 6 (c)). Using these two values, not
only the amount of adhered species but also the amount of probe DNA lost in the DNA hybridization
process can be estimated.
As another possible application, the sensor can be used as an in vitro neural observation device. As
reported by many groups [61-65], on-chip electric imaging is a promising technology for in vitro
neural imaging technology. Using the present sensor, we can capture real-time optical and electric
images of neural activity. Sawada et al. have been working on multifunctional image sensors with
electric sensing functionality based on ISFET-type configuration [6-8] (see Figure 1 (c)). They
developed optical + pH multifunctional image sensors. They designed both the light- and pH-sensing
pixels based on charge transfer gate structure. The gate functions as a photogate in a light-sensing
pixel and as a proton-sensitive ISFET in a pH-sensing pixel. The proton sensitivity inherent to the SiNx
passivation layer was advantageously used to realize pH imaging. They successfully demonstrated the
optical + pH dual imaging. Due to the compatibility of light-sensing and pH-sensing pixel, they have
to realize also dual imaging using same sensing area in the pixel [8].
4. Optical + Active Electric Sensing CMOS Image Senor
The optical and passive electric image sensors described in the previous section have a functional
feature of on-chip passive electric sensing with capacitive coupling. We have developed another
optical and electric dual-image CMOS sensor designed for on-chip active electric measurements [4]. To
establish conductive coupling for the on-chip measurement target, the sensing electrode must be exposed.
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Figure 7 shows the layout of the optical and active electric dual-image CMOS sensor [4]. We used
0.35 µm 2-poly, 4-metal standard CMOS technology for the sensor described in the previous section.
The base structure of the sensor is a 128 × 128 CMOS optical image sensor. The design of the optical
sensing pixel is identical to that of the sensor in the previous section. In the pixel array, 8 × 8
conductively coupled electric sensing electrodes with a size of 30.5 µm × 30.5 µm are implemented.
Figure 7. Layout of the optical and active electric (conductive coupling) dual-image
CMOS sensor (adapted from [4]).
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Figure 8 shows a typical optical image captured with the dual-image CMOS sensor [4]. We can see
a clear image of the shadow of the probe electrode. The image has 64 square data-less voids
corresponding to the sensing electrode array.
Figure 8. (a) Optical image captured with the dual-image CMOS sensor and (b)
experimental situation (adapted from [4]).
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Figure 9 (a) is a block diagram of the conductively coupled electric sensing pixel array [4]. Eight
sensing electrodes in each column are connected to a columnar signal line. The column signal lines are
connected to a column sensing amplifier. As the column sensing amplifiers, voltage follower circuits
are configured using a two-stage amplifier. We can control the voltage of the column amplifier and
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sense the current flow from the sensing electrode into the on-chip sensing target. Thus, the column
amplifier can be used as a column-parallel on-chip potentiometer. The feedback resistance in the
voltage follower can be selected to obtain appropriate current sensitivity.
Figure 9 (b) shows the measurement characteristics of the potentiometric amplifier unit [4]. The
sensing terminal (inverting input of the column amplifier unit) was maintained at 1.5 V, which is
applied as the non-inverting input Vin. The current injected into the sensing terminal was controlled by
an external current source. The four lines in Figure 10 show ÄVout = Vout − Vin as functions of the
input current. Figure 10 shows that the sensor can be used in the current range approximately between
10 nA and 100 µA.
Figure 9. (a) Block diagram of the conductively coupled electric sensing pixel array and
(b) measurement characteristics of the potentiometric amplifier unit (adapted from [4]).
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To confirm the functionality of the electrochemical sensor, we performed off-chip C-V
measurements [4]. Figure 10 (a) shows the measurement configuration. An Au working electrode with
a diameter of 1 mm was connected to the sensing terminal of the electrochemical sensing amplifier
unit. The potential of the Au working electrode was maintained at 1.5 V, applied as Vin. The
three-electrode configuration was used in the off-chip C-V measurement. A Pt wire electrode was used
as a counter-electrode, and an Al/AgCl electrode was used as a reference electrode. The potential of
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the counter-electrode was scanned in the range of 1.0–2.0 V. For comparison, C-V curves were also
measured for the same Au working electrode with a commercially available potentiostat (Hokuto
Denko HABF5001). Figures 10 (b) and 10 (c) show C-V curves obtained in the off-chip experiment.
The small difference between the C-V curves measured with the electrochemical sensing amplifier unit of the
present sensor (Figure 10 (b)) and a conventional potentiostat (Figure 10 (c)) shows that the electrochemical
sensing amplifier unit correctly works as a voltage-controlled current-measurement circuit.
Figure 10. (a) Measurement setup; and C-V curves measured with (b) a conventional
potentiostat and (c) the present CMOS sensor (adapted from [4]).
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In designing the two-dimensional, voltage-controlled current-sensing device, the access scheme for
electric sensing pixels should be chosen from two options: column-parallel access or random access. In
this work, we implemented column-parallel, voltage-controlled current-sensing functionality as the
active electric sensing method. The column-parallel access scheme is advantageous in obtaining
two-dimensional imaging, but local stimulation or local voltage application/current injection is not
possible. In addition, the column-parallel access scheme offers another option in the readout: parallel
readout or scanned readout. When the number of pixels in the electric sensing array is small, the
parallel readout scheme is possible, as shown in Figure 9 (a). However, for a large pixel number, the
parallel readout is not realistic.
In Section 5, we describe another optical + electric CMOS image sensor that is capable of both
passive and active electric sensing. We also implemented a scanned readout scheme for the electric
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sensing functionality. In Section 6, a multifunctional CMOS image sensor for local current injection is
described. We employed a random-access scheme for electric sensing pixel.
Guerrieri et al. developed another type of optical + active electric multifunctional sensor [9-11].
Actually, their sensor employed active electric pixels only for voltage application. They realized
two-dimensional voltage application using capacitively coupled active electric pixels. The
two-dimensional potential distribution was used to control the positions of cultured cells by
dielectrophoresis [9-11]. The optical imaging functionality was used to determine the positions of cells
cultured on the sensor chip. A 320 × 320 array consisting of multifunctional pixels was implemented
on the sensor. The pixels were equipped with conventional APS circuitry for light sensing, and single
bit memory to connect each capacitively coupled pixel electrode to either a high or low voltage. The
two-dimensional potential pattern was formed by storing the single bit of control data on all of the
pixels. Column and row decoders were implemented to scan the pixels for both programming the
voltage-application and light-sensing functionalities.
5. Pixel Level Integration of Passive and Active Electric Sensing Functionality
In this section, we describe an optical and electric dual-sensing pixel and columnar circuitry to
achieve optical/potential/voltammetric triple imaging functions.
We designed the sensor with 0.35 µm 2-poly, 4-metal standard CMOS technology [5]. Figure 11
shows (a) the full layout, (b) the pixel schematics, and (c) the layout of the optical and electric
dual-sensing pixels designed for the multifunctional CMOS image sensor. The dimensions of a pixel
are 7.5 µm × 7.5 µm. A pixel consists of a PD, a sensing electrode and reset (M1, M4), an amplifier
(M2, M5), and select (M3, M6) transistors for the PD and electrode. Since the pixel was designed with
parallel output configuration, the optical and electric sensing functions can be simultaneously
operated. The PD size is 10.8 µm2. The circuitry of the optical sensing part of the pixel is a standard
3-Tr APS, as for the previous sensors.
Figure 11. (a) Full layout, (b) pixel schematics, and (c) pixel layout of the optical and
passive/active electric dual-sensing pixel designed for the multifunctional CMOS image
sensor (adapted from [5]).
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In the electric sensing part of the pixel, the sensing node (cathode) of the PD in the APS is replaced
with the sensing electrode. The sensing electrode with a size of 38 µm2 is formed with the top metal
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layer. As fabricated, the sensing electrode is covered with passivation layers of the standard CMOS
technology. As fabricated, the sensor is used as a passive electric image sensor.
The sensing electrode has a reset transistor (M4). Without the reset transistor for the electrode, the
potential sensing function suffers from residual charge in the electrodes as a large offset in the pixel
characteristic. The reset line for the electrode is also used to establish a current path in the active
electric imaging function. To use the active electric sensing functionality, the top passivation layer
should be removed to expose the sensing electrode.
Figure 12 is a schematic diagram of the columnar circuitry of the sensor [5]. The columnar circuitry
consists of two sets of columnar load units and a pmos source follower for optical and electric
columnar signal lines, respectively. Each load unit has both nmos and pmos loads. Switching the
voltage applied to a pixel (PixelPower in Figure 11 (a)) and biasing pmos and nmos loads
appropriately, the pixel amplifier transistor (M2, M5) can be operated in both source follower and
common source mode.

V1

Figure 12. Schematic diagram of columnar circuitry (adapted from [5] ).
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6. Implementation of Random-Access Functionality onto Active Electric Pixel for Local
Stimulation or Current Injection
The optical and electric multifunctional CMOS image sensor gives rise to another promising
technological possibility of two-dimensional integration of a light source on a CMOS array sensor. In
the last decade, owing to breakthroughs in optogenetics, light has become a medium not only of
observation but also of stimulation of the biological system.
A slight modification of the sensor design allows the application of two-dimensionally
random-access current injection. Figure 13 shows the concept of the multifunctional biointerface
(neural-interface) device with a target field of application of brain/neural science. Currently, we are
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designing a CMOS multifunctional sensor with addressable current injection functionality. A
light-emitter array such as an organic electroluminescence (EL) or light-emitting diode array will be
directly formed on or bonded onto the sensor surface.
Figure 13. Concept of the multifunctional biointerface (neural-interface) device.
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Figure 14 shows a block diagram and layout of the sensor with random-access injection
functionality. For this sensor, we use functionally separated pixels, as was for the sensor described in
Section 3. We add current injection capability through a direct input line that can be selectively
connected to one of the columnar current supply lines. In combination with a vertical scanner
originally implemented for the functionality of a CMOS image sensor, we can select one electric pixel
for current injection.
Figure 15 shows the possible current paths that will be realized in the integration of a light source
array. Two current injection lines with a seven-bit decoder are implemented to establish current paths.
Two injection lines can be connected to two of the 128 electric pixel columns. The column current
supply lines are connected to the array electrodes when Yrst is high, as for the optical sensing pixels.
When we choose one of the electric pixel rows, we can perform penetrating (single-pixel) current
injection that is compatible with the light-emission structure driven with current through the layers,
such as organic EL layers (see Figure 15 (a)). We can also perform in-plane (inter-pixel) current
injection using two current injection lines simultaneously. This injection scheme is compatible with a
light-emission structure with horizontal current flow, such as a GaInN light-emitting diode array (see
Figure 15 (b)).
Currently, the CMOS chip is under fabrication. The implementation of a light-emitter array and
performance characterization will be reported in the future.
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Figure 14. (a) Block diagram, (b) layout, and (c) pixel schematics of the sensor with
addressable injection.
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Figure 15. Current paths in the integrated light source with (a) an organic
electroluminescence (EL) layer and (b) a GaInN LED array.
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7. Conclusions
We developed multifunctional CMOS image sensors with target applications of on-chip
biosensing/bioimaging. Passive and active electric sensing pixels for on-chip sensing with capacitive
and conductive couplings compatible with CMOS image sensor architecture were proposed and
designed. Several types of the optical + electric CMOS on-chip image sensors are demonstrated. On
the basis of this technology, we also propose a new type of CMOS on-chip biosensor with an
integrated on-chip light-emitter array.
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